
Orange and White and Blue Day! 
Modified for Home and Sponsored with Love by the Senior Class of 2020 

A United Day of Play for GHCDS Families! 
 Friday, May 22nd 

Orange Team! White Team! 
🖤💛🐾 

Land Relays! 
1.Bomb Toss-Use a sandwich-sized bag (or two if needed!) and fill them with water. Seal them using tape if 
needed (Or use a raw egg, or a water balloon if you have one at home). Divide your family into teams of two. 
Teams toss the object, like a bean bag, from one partner to the other, starting from 3 ft apart, then taking steps 
backward after each successful toss. The partners with the most successful tosses before it bursts, win! This 
can also be done solo, by tossing to the air and increasing the height of the toss each time. 
2.Kangaroo Race-Create a start and finish line. Each family member, racing against each other (or in relay 
style), must, using a ball or rolled-up towel between his or her legs, hop to the finish line! If the object drops, 
the Panther must return to the starting line and begin again. Solo version, time yourself! Try to reach your 
finish line as fast as you can! Try three times and see if you can get faster each time 
 
Fish Out of Water Events! (Usually aquatic) 
-Put on those bathing suits for these three events, Panthers! 
1. Obstacle course-Create a short obstacle course, with zigs and zags, and run through it, making one station 
in the course a splash station to spray or throw water on the course runner as he or she passes. Do you have 
a water blaster at home? Time to use it! Time yourself for solo! Do it once, try to beat your own time twice! At 
water stations, toss the water up using a cup or sprayer, and maybe you can move fast enough to not get 
splashed! 
2.Clothes Change Relay-Create a starting line. Each family member puts a set of their own clothes (shirt, 
shorts or pants, socks, and a hat!) across the yard. On the start, each Panther runs to his or her clothes pile, 
puts on all items, and runs back to the starting point, and pulls each article off. The first one finished and sitting 
wins! If you can spray or throw some water while they run, do it! Solo version-Use more than one outfit! How 
fast can you do it?! 
3.Landslide Catching! One ball or towel ball is needed, along with a starting line AND jumping line. One 
thrower for all participants (then someone throws for the thrower at the end!). The first Panther up, on Go, runs 
a few steps to the jumping line and jumps in the air. The thrower tosses the ball, and the runner must catch it 
before landing. Add a hose, or use a water bag (like we used above) or water balloon or instead of a ball! Solo 
version, run, toss, jump and catch!  
 
Cageball-Towel Toss! 
You’ll need some towels! Two family members each take two corners of a towel, stretched between you 
lengthwise. Two more do the same, but 8 feet across from them. Place a ball (or a sock ball made of 
mismatched socks) in the center of the towel, then fling the ball using the towel together, to the next team. Try 
to make 6 tosses back and forth without letting the ball drop. Solo version-use a t-shirt. Pull it tightly, toss-up 
and try to catch without the ball dropping six times! 
 
 
 



Shoe Pile Up!  
Each family member puts one shoe on his or her foot, and the matching shoe goes into one pile across the 
yard, mixed with other random shoes from your closet. On Go, from the starting line, each family member, one 
at a time, relay-style, must run down to the pile, find his or her matching shoe, put it on completely, then run 
back to the starting line to tag the next family member. Solo-Use several pairs of shoes! Put one shoe at each 
end, one in the pile, one lined up at your starting point. Run down, find your first match, then return, put on the 
next shoe, run down, and find that one. Repeat until all shoes are matched and ready to be returned to your 
closet! 
 
Tug of War-Find a Sheet! 
Split the family into two teams! Pick a side and a center point for each team and mark it with a shoe or a plastic 
cup. Pull and see which side crosses the line first! For a solo event, tie a sheet or towel to a heavy (but not 
dangerously heavy) object. See if you can pull it to a finish line! 
 
Quiz Bowl! 
Each Family member writes one or two questions, wads the paper in a ball, and puts it in a pile across the 
yard. Each person, one at a time, must run down to the pile, pull a question, and cannot return until the 
question is answered. Family members can help by using charade motions if hints are needed! Solo-Ask a 
family member to write yours in advance and put them in two bags, one with hints, one with questions! Number 
the hints and questions so that they can be matched as needed! 
 
The Mini Egg Man! 
This is a relay within an obstacle course created by families, using components of the REAL Egg Man! Design 
your course, placing family members at different points of that course. Each person has a role to fill in finishing 
it TOGETHER. Tricky part-Eggs! Raw eggs that can’t be broken! The eggs (2 eggs or more, but a maximum of 
12!) start at the beginning of the course. Each participant must have a unique way of carrying and transferring 
the egg(s) to the next participant, at each leg of the race. The raw eggs must be held, then passed, in some 
way other than hands( baskets, ladles, cups, bowls, towels, t-shirts). There must also be a leg of the course, 
near the end, where one person is blindfolded and a family member talks and guides, using only words, no 
hands, the last person to the finish with the family eggs! How many eggs did your family use and manage to 
run, pass, and finish without cracking? Did you start with 6 and finish with 3? The Seniors will want to know! 
Solo version-Set stations of your course to transfer your egg without touching it, or breaking it (ladle to cup 
with water, cup with water to towel (as ideas). Use at least 4 stations spread out by at least 10 feet. 
 
OWB Finale! 
Enjoy some refreshments together! Please take a moment to reflect and send our Senior Class of 2020 a note 
to:  acarter@ghcds.org or cfloyd@ghcds.org telling them what your favorite part of the day included! Add 
pictures! At the end of our day, when we have the Real Deal OWB, the winning team Captains crack eggs on 
the losing team’s Captains’ heads! If you’re up for that challenge, they’d love to see you covered in yolk!  
 
Thank you, GHCDS Families! We 💛🖤 You! 
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